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Discover More about the 1Z0-1045-22 Certification 

Are you interested in passing the Oracle 1Z0-1045-22 exam? First discover, who 

benefits from the 1Z0-1045-22 certification. The 1Z0-1045-22 is suitable for a 

candidate if he wants to learn about Oracle Warehouse Management Cloud. 

Passing the 1Z0-1045-22 exam earns you the Oracle Warehouse Management 

Cloud 2022 Certified Implementation Professional title. 

While preparing for the 1Z0-1045-22 exam, many candidates struggle to get the 

necessary materials. But do not worry; your struggling days are over. The 1Z0-

1045-22 PDF contains some of the most valuable preparation tips and the details 

and instant access to useful 1Z0-1045-22 study materials just at one click. 

Oracle 1Z0-1045-22 Warehouse Management Cloud 

Implementation Professional Certification Details: 

Exam Name 
Oracle Warehouse Management Cloud 2022 

Implementation Professional 

Exam Code 1Z0-1045-22 

Exam Price 
USD $245 (Pricing may vary by country or by localized 

currency) 

Duration 90 minutes 

Number of Questions 56 

Passing Score 68% 

Format Multiple Choice Questions (MCQ) 

Recommended 

Training 

Oracle Warehouse Management Cloud 2022 Certified 

Implementation Professional  

Schedule Exam Pearson VUE  

Sample Questions 
Oracle Warehouse Management Cloud 2022 Certified 

Implementation Professional (OCP)  

Recommended 

Practice 
1Z0-1045-22 Online Practice Exam  

http://www.DBexam.com/
https://www.dbexam.com/oracle/oracle-1z0-1045-22-certification-sample-questions-and-answers
https://education.oracle.com/products/trackp_OWMC2022CIP
https://education.oracle.com/products/trackp_OWMC2022CIP
https://home.pearsonvue.com/oracle
https://www.dbexam.com/oracle/oracle-1z0-1045-22-certification-sample-questions-and-answers
https://www.dbexam.com/oracle/oracle-1z0-1045-22-certification-sample-questions-and-answers
https://www.dbexam.com/oracle/1z0-1045-22-oracle-warehouse-management-cloud-2022-implementation-professional
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1Z0-1045-22 Syllabus: 

Setup and System 
Overview 

- Describe the Parent-Child Company hierarchy 
- Describe the User Menu configuration 
- Set up a System Integration Framework 
- Set up Sequence Counters, Barcode types, and Printers 
- Describe Unification of WMS and WFM 
- Explain Rest API Enhancements 
- Describe SCM Cloud Integrator (OIC) 
- Reload Literals 

Setting up Inbound 
Processes 

- Create Purchase Orders and integrate them with the 
Warehouse Management System (WMS) 
- Create Advanced Shipment Notifications (ASNs) and 
integrate them with WMS 
- Check in a Load and receive by Load 
- Create and check-in Appointments 
- Perform a receipt by ASN, with and without the RF and 
ASN verification 
- Describe the System Directed Quality Control (QC) 
- Explain Cross Dock management 
- Explain Inbound Sorting 
- Perform Putaway 

Outbound Orders 

- Describe Order Types, Create Orders, and Integrate 
Orders with WMS 
- Describe Wave templates, and execute Waves 
- Perform Picking 
- Perform Packing 
- Manage LTL Load and Shipping 
- Parcel Manifests 
- OBLPN Directed Putaway 
- Kitting 
- Dynamic Staging 

Inventory Management 

- Describe Inventory Types 
- Create an item in Item Master and integrate it with WMS 
- Create Locations in Location Master 
- Describe different Inventory screens 
- Combine/Split IB LPNs 
- Execute a Cycle Count 
- Explain Lot Management 
- Handling items with Expiration Date 
- Track Serial numbers 

http://www.DBexam.com/
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- Configure and execute Replenishment 
- Miscellaneous Inventory Management Transactions 

Oracle Warehouse 
Management Business 
Intelligence Cloud 
(WMS BI Cloud) 

- Explain WMS BI Cloud 
- Create Express, Standard, CrossTab, and Dashboard 
Reports 
- Execute, Schedule, and Edit Reports 
- Redesigned Web Reports - Web Reports Gen 2 

WMS Cloud VBCS 
Mobile App 

- Describe WMS Cloud Mobile APP 

Broaden Your Knowledge with Oracle 1Z0-1045-22 

Sample Questions: 

Question: 1  

In which two ways can you execute the detail cycle count of LPN Detail by sku scan? 

(Choose two.) 

a) using “Cycle Cnt” screen with screen parameter content-count set to “sku-scan” 

b) using “Cycle count for LPN deffered/immediate updates” with screen parameter sku 

scan mode set to “By Sku Scan” 

c) using “Resv Nbr Cnt” screen and with screen parameter content-count set to “sku-scan” 

d) using “Cycle Cnt” screen with screen parameter content-count set to “Null” 

Answer: b, d 

Question: 2   

What configuration is needed to create Advance Shipment Notifications for a Transfer Order 

shipped between two facilities configured in the same WMS Cloud environment? 

a) The "ACCEPT TRANSFER SHIPMENT" flag should be enabled on the Facilities UI 

screen for the Destination Facility. 

b) The Facility parameter key AUTOLOAD_and_SHIP should be set to Yes. 

c) Set CREATE_ASN_FOR_EACH_PO to YES at the Company level. 

d) Set CREATE_ASN_FOR_EACH_PO to YES at Source and Destination Facility levels. 

e) The "ACCEPT TRANSFER SHIPMENT" flag should be enabled on the Facilities UI 

screen for the Source Facility. 

Answer: a 

http://www.DBexam.com/
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Question: 3  

A client can integrate with WMS Cloud by using the input interface. Which three options can be 

integrated? 

(Choose three.) 

a) Item 

b) Orders 

c) Appointments 

d) Loads 

Answer: a, b, d 

Question: 4  

Identify the type of functions you need to use to handle conditional information in a report. 

a) Arithmetic and Geometric Functions 

b) Logical Functions 

c) String Functions 

d) Dynamic Functions 

e) WMS BI Cloud does not support that type of functionality 

Answer: b 

Question: 5  

What is the primary purpose of the Wave Template Search Screen? 

a) to determine the locked locations for inventory allocation 

b) to determine which available orders will be waved for picking 

c) to determine how many picking tasks will be waved for picking 

d) to identify all outbound loads that have not completed picking yet 

e) to determine from which part of the warehouse the inventory will be allocated 

Answer: c 

Question: 6  

Which statement is true regarding Replenishment Rules? 

a) Replenishment Rules are used for defining Wave Template. 

b) Replenishment Rules created at Parent company view can be edited at Child company 

view. 

c) Replenishment Rules are used for Inventory movement between two warehouses. 

d) Replenishment Rules are only editable at the company level in which it was created. 

Answer: a 

http://www.DBexam.com/
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Question: 7  

You are the Inventory Control Supervisor at your employer’s East Coast facility. Your employer 

is a 3PL, and your customer is a large company that is also serviced out of the other 3PL 

facilities. 

As you start the shift, your Inventory Control team members inform you of a significant change 

in the RF Cycle Counting process. Lost IBLPNs are now updates with a “00” lock code rather 

than the expected “LL” code. 

Which scenario is causing this issue? 

a) You dismiss the concern because a change in the lock code has no impact on either the 

WMS Cloud or host inventories. 

b) Your counterpart at the 3PL’s other facility changed one of the cycle counting company 

parameters and that impacted your workflow for that same company. 

c) While counting LPNs at a location, one of your team members marked a lost case with 

the new lock code. The new lock code is stored in system memory and applied to all 

IBLPNs counted as “Lost”. 

d) An inventory team member in the other facility marked a lost case with “00” lock code 

causing all subsequent lost cases to be defaulted to the same code across all LPNs for 

all company/facility combinations. 

e) One of your inventory team members changed his/her RF parameter default lock code 

causing the same configuration change to propagate to all users in the facility. 

Answer: b 

Question: 8  

Why is it necessary to have a consolidation location? 

a) Consolidation locations are used to consolidate orders for a wave. 

b) Packing using a Distribution transaction requires a consolidation location for each store. 

c) It is necessary if you want to consolidate while packing. 

d) After you are finished picking your pick cart, you use a consolidation location to pack. 

Answer: d 

Question: 9  

Which two options are true if inventory is unallocated and unavailable? 

(Choose two.) 

a) Inventory located in a drop zone 

b) Inventory located in active location 

c) Unlocked inventory located in reserve location 

d) Inventory in locations with lock codes 

Answer: a, d 

http://www.DBexam.com/
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Question: 10  

Your customer wants to receive an IB shipment and capture pallet weight at the time of 

receiving. Which parameter must be set in the Receiving RF screen to meet this requirement? 

a) SetCapture-catch-weightas “Prompt for catch wt”. 

b) SetModeas Blind-ASN Receiving. 

c) Setrch-sku-not-on-shmntto “Promt for catch wt”. 

d) SetSingle-Sku-managementas Assume Single SKU. 

e) SetBlind-License Plate Number-receive-modeas by SKU scan. 

Answer: b 

Avail the Study Guide to Pass Oracle 1Z0-1045-22 

Warehouse Management Cloud Implementation 

Professional Exam: 

● Find out about the 1Z0-1045-22 syllabus topics. Visiting the official site 

offers an idea about the exam structure and other important study resources. 

Going through the syllabus topics help to plan the exam in an organized 

manner. 

● Once you are done exploring the 1Z0-1045-22 syllabus, it is time to plan 

for studying and covering the syllabus topics from the core. Chalk out the 

best plan for yourself to cover each part of the syllabus in a hassle-free 

manner. 

● A study schedule helps you to stay calm throughout your exam preparation. 

It should contain your materials and thoughts like study hours, number of 

topics for daily studying mentioned on it. The best bet to clear the exam is 

to follow your schedule rigorously. 

● The candidate should not miss out on the scope to learn from the 1Z0-1045-

22 training. Joining the Oracle provided training for 1Z0-1045-22 exam helps 

a candidate to strengthen his practical knowledge base from the certification. 

● Learning about the probable questions and gaining knowledge regarding the 

exam structure helps a lot. Go through the 1Z0-1045-22 sample questions 

and boost your knowledge 

● Make yourself a pro through online practicing the syllabus topics. 1Z0-1045-

22 practice tests would guide you on your strengths and weaknesses 

http://www.DBexam.com/
https://www.dbexam.com/oracle/oracle-1z0-1045-22-certification-exam-syllabus
https://www.dbexam.com/oracle/oracle-1z0-1045-22-certification-sample-questions-and-answers
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regarding the syllabus topics. Through rigorous practicing, you can improve 

the weaker sections too. Learn well about time management during exam 

and become confident gradually with practice tests. 

Career Benefits: 

Passing the 1Z0-1045-22 exam, helps a candidate to prosper highly in his 

career. Having the certification on the resume adds to the candidate's benefit and 

helps to get the best opportunities. 

 

Here Is the Trusted Practice Test for the 1Z0-1045-22 

Certification 
DBExam.com is here with all the necessary details regarding the 1Z0-1045-22 exam. 

We provide authentic practice tests for the 1Z0-1045-22 exam. What do you gain 

from these practice tests? You get to experience the real exam-like questions made 

by industry experts and get a scope to improve your performance in the actual exam. 

Rely on DBExam.com for rigorous, unlimited two-month attempts on the 1Z0-1045-

22 practice tests, and gradually build your confidence. Rigorous practice made 

many aspirants successful and made their journey easy towards grabbing the Oracle 

Warehouse Management Cloud 2022 Certified Implementation Professional. 

Start Online Practice of 1Z0-1045-22 Exam by Visiting URL 

https://www.dbexam.com/oracle/1z0-1045-22-oracle-warehouse-

management-cloud-2022-implementation-professional 

http://www.DBexam.com/
https://www.dbexam.com/oracle/1z0-1045-22-oracle-warehouse-management-cloud-2022-implementation-professional
https://www.dbexam.com/oracle/1z0-1045-22-oracle-warehouse-management-cloud-2022-implementation-professional
https://www.dbexam.com/oracle/1z0-1045-22-oracle-warehouse-management-cloud-2022-implementation-professional
https://www.dbexam.com/oracle/1z0-1045-22-oracle-warehouse-management-cloud-2022-implementation-professional

